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After five years of restoration and renovation, The Brick Hotel has been 

modernized into a boutique vacation destination, maintaining its original 

masonry, exposed beams, and brick accent walls. While the 1888 building 

is steeped in history, The Brick Hotel is a truly contemporary, downtown-

living hotel with modern design updates and future forward technology and 

amenities. The hotel is completely self-check-in if preferred. A digital concierge 

screen in each room allows for easy check in/out, local recommendations, 

and to contact hotel staff. Each of its ten rooms is uniquely designed with its 

own motif and various elevated amenities—some rooms have ocean views 

while others are pet-friendly.   

The property, owned by a third-generation family who has been in Oceanside 

for nearly 100 years, is a short walk from the Oceanside pier, museums, 

theaters, restaurants, and the popular Thursday-Night Sunset Market. 

Situated amongst all this, the property itself has a lot to offer, and not just for 

hotel guests — Q&A Oyster Bar and Restaurant on the ground floor adjacent 

to the hotel lobby, Cococabana Rooftop Bar, the outdoor Succulent Cafe 

(forthcoming), Frankie’s cocktail lounge, and access to the neighboring Stone 

Beer Garden. 

The Brick Hotel is an anchor for an alliance of local establishments that 

complement and support each other in Downtown Oceanside.
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Thomas is a fourth generation Oceanside local with a degree from 
USC Marshall School of Business. Thomas oversees marketing/
advertising, real estate acquisition and development for Oceanside 
Properties.

LAUREN SWEETON

Lauren is a fourth generation Oceanside local and graduate of 
Pepperdine University. A former live-aboard on a 1979 Californian 
motor-yacht, Lauren loves adventure and has visited 6 continents 
and 30+ countries. When she’s not traveling or helping others book 
their stays in her hometown, Lauren loves to spend time at the 
beach with her husband and their chocolate lab.
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